
Week 2 - Body at Home 
Challenge 

TODAY WE ARE KICKING OFF WEEK 2 WITH THIS LOWER-BODY 
WORKOUT.  
YOU'LL BE HITTING HAMSTRINGS, QUADS, GLUTES AND CALVES.  

Two ways to make your home workouts as effective as possible is 

1) by slowing down the negative (stretching) portion of your rep; and, 

2) then really emphasising each contraction.  

 
Try and get the most out of every rep. Never do reps without focus. Find the purpose 
in each movement and maximise that movement's potential. When you're standing 
on resistance bands, as you'll be doing today, it's definitely best to wear shoes, 
unlike our training last week.




1.  Superset: Targets Quads, Hamstrings, Glutes 
 
Perform the squat move immediately after split lunges, then rest 60 seconds before 
performing your next superset. 
 

MSPLIT LUNGE: Step in the middle of a medium

2.  Superset: Targets Inner thighs and hamstrings  
This superset targets the muscles of your inner thighs for more complete legs 
development. Alternating side Perform this move immediately after sumo jump 
lunge 

 

Exercise Sets Reps Rest

Split Lunge 4 sets 15 reps no rest

Squats 4 sets 20 reps 60 seconds 

Exercise Sets Reps Rest

Sumo jump squats  3 sets 15 reps no rest

Alternating side lunge 3 sets 10 reps 60 seconds 

SPLIT LUNGE: : Step in the middle of a 
medium-gauge band with your forward foot. Your 
back foot should be facing for war d. Dip straight 
down while holding your torso upright. Your front 
knee should be behind the toes of that foot, and 
you should push your hips slightly forward. 
Contract your lower body muscles at the top of 
each rep, and then lower slowly into the next. 
Perform all reps for one side and then switch 
legs and perform the same reps for the other. For 
your next superset, begin with the opposite leg-
for instance, if you began the first superset with 
your left leg forward, then begin the second with 
your right leg forward .

SQUATS: Step on a medium-gauge band with 
both feet, draping the handles over your back 
and holding them in front of your shoulder / chest 
This will increase resistance as your rise. Lower 
your body slowly, feeling the stretch in your 
glutes. As you rise contract your muscles for a 
second before transitioning into your next rep. 
Perform this move immediately after split lunges, 
and then rest for 60 seconds before your next 
superset.
right leg forward .

SUMO JUMP SQUAT: Start in the position with 
your feet fairly wide and toes pointed outward. 
This will allow you to feel a stretch in your inner 
thighs as you butt drops below your knees. Rise 
quickly and jump off the ground, but make certain 
that you always land in that low position so you 
don't jar your knees. Make certain to put effort 
into your jumps as you grow more comfortable 
with this explosive exercise.

ALTERNATING SIDE LUNGE: Stand up straight 
with your legs fairly wide outside of shoulder 
width. While keeping your feet in place, not 
stepping, perform a side lunge to each side 
alternating. One leg should be bent with the knee 
staying behind the toes. The other leg should be 
straight with a nice pull in the inner thigh. Keep 
your tempo even and controlled so that you don't 
pull a groin muscle. 



3.  Superset: Targets, hamstrings, glutes, calves 
Keep your form strict for deadlifts and move as quickly as possible into the next move. Because of the 
transition between these moves you may not need to rest between supersets. Just take a beat to catch 
your breath to before performing your next superset. 


4.  Superset: Targets calves 
Keep your form strict for deadlifts and move as quickly as possible into the next move. 
Because of the transition between these moves you may not need to rest between 
supersets. Just take a beat to catch your breath to before performing your next superset. 


Exercise Sets Reps Rest

Stiff-leg deadlift  3 sets 15 reps no rest

Lying bent-leg calf raise 3 sets 10 reps 60 seconds 

Exercise Sets Reps Rest

Standing calf raise  3 sets 15 reps no rest

Calves jumps 3 sets 30 seconds 60 seconds 

STIFF-LEGGED DEADLIFT: Step on a medium- 
to heavy-gauge band with both feet. Drape the 
handles over your back and hold them in front of 
your shoulder /chest area. Your legs should be 
close to locked at the beginning of the exercise. 
Bend over, hinging at the hips while keeping your 
spine in the neutral position and without 
changing the bend at your knees. Lower until you 
feel a stretch in your hamstrings, stopping before 
form break. Rise back up, hinging from the hips 
and without changing the curve in your lower 
back. 

LYING BENT-LEG CALVES RAISE:  
Lie on your back with your legs in about half way 
with your feet flat on the ground and your butt off 
the ground making a bridge. From this position 
lift your heels off the ground and contract your 
calves. If you can perform this move with one leg 
on the ground and the other off the ground, 
performing all reps for one side and then the 
other. Regardless of the version, power up, then 
pause at the top for a 2-count before lowering 
slowly. 

STANDING CALVES RAISE: Step on a medium 
to heavy-gauge band with your feet narrower 
than shoulder width. Stand close enough to a 
wall that you can use one finger to help balance 
yourself. Raise up and pause at the top for a 2-
count. Then lower slowly, and rise back up 
immediately. Spend twice as long at the top, 
contracting your calves as you do at the bottom 
of the movement.

CALVES JUMP: For this exercise, you're going 
to pretend that you're jumping rope. Emphasise 
your calf muscles as much as possible, keeping 
the effort in your thighs light with each jump. Be 
explosive and quick for each jump, and perform 
each set for 30 seconds without rest between 
jumps. Remember to land lightly to prevent 
jarring your knees. 


